John Milne, Chair of the BDA General Dental Practice Committee I still wonder what I'll do when I grow up! Dentistry was suggested to me after my A-levels and seemed like a good idea at the time. I've relished all the challenges both clinically and latterly politically and still love the job.
As a keen musician I harboured an illusion that I might make a living with my voice and Dental professionals are being urged to sign a petition opposing proposals to reduce the salary paid to dental foundation trainees (DFTs) by more than £2,000.
The petition, which warns of the practical implications for young dentists qualifying with increasing debts and calls for the proposal to be abandoned, has already attracted more than 6,000 signatures. It has been founded by British Dental Association (BDA) Students Committee Chair, Paul Blaylock, as part of a campaign that is also encouraging dental students to contact their Member of Parliament to make their concerns known.
Paul said: 'Students already face an increasingly challenging future, with escalating debts and a foreboding professional environment awaiting them upon graduation. Reducing the salary paid to DFTs will only make the situation more difficult. This proposal will, I'm sure, be viewed not just as an attack on those it will directly affect, but also on the wider, alreadyunder-pressure dental community. It is important that we send a very clear signal that we will not stand for this cut. I encourage everyone in the profession to add their names to the petition. ' The salary cut proposal was first ventured as one of a number of efficiency savings being sought by NHS England at the start of April 2014. The BDA has condemned the move, saying that it is 'absolutely unacceptable' . Despite this, the Department of Health plans to go ahead with the cut and has set a deadline of the end of May for comments to be submitted.
The proposal means a salary cut of nearly 8% for those beginning dental foundation training in September this year. Ten thousand signatures are needed on the petition to elicit a formal response.
For more information visit www. ' -but given that I can't sing, play an instrument (except classical piano) or dance, this plan was not really an option! The serious Plan B was law. Not only did I rather fancy the idea of myself in the pigtail wig and sweeping gown, but I think my love of sifting evidence, arguing my case and clear decision-making might have made me rather happy in that profession.
Had Plan B worked and had I been successful in it, I could have
WHAT IS YOUR PLAN B?
FEATURE Laura Pacey asked four eminent members of the dental profession what their career 'Plan B' would have been had they not gone into dentistry ... or if they had to leave tomorrow.
The 'King's Crown', a dental crown worn by Elvis Presley, is touring dental practices in the UK to raise awareness of mouth cancer. The crown was made for Elvis by his former dentist, Henry J. Weiss, and will be accompanied around 11 UK dental clinics by Elvis impersonators from April-June this year. Dentists at participating clinics will be providing free mouth cancer screenings, according to www.teethwise.co.uk.
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'If I left dentistry tomorrow, there are probably few things I could do. Being an enthusiastic customer in pubs and restaurants does not qualify me to start running one of my own ... I'd be tempted to try and make it as a professional photographer.'
